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Description of the Related Art

[0001] Large interactive Devices (LIDs) provide an enhanced workspace for one

or more individuals. A LID typically includes a display device such as a video

display monitor or wall formed using a plurality of monitors. Interactive content

displayed on the LID may include data input by one or more users (analogous

to drawing on a whiteboard) or retrieved from a memory location coupled to the

LID, either natively or remotely across a network A typical use of a LID might

be in a conference room environment where a group of users are collaborating

on media displayed on the LID. While one individual may be responsible for the

media displayed on the LID, all of the users may be discussing various aspects

of the media.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Advantages of one or more disclosed embodiments may become

apparent upon reading the following detailed description and upon reference to

the drawings in which:

[0003] Fig. 1 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of an illustrative audio

association method, according to one or more embodiments described herein;

[0004] Fig. 2 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of another illustrative

audio association method, according to one or more embodiments described

herein;

[0005] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of yet another

illustrative audio association method, according to one or more embodiments

described herein;



[0006] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of still yet another

illustrative audio association method, according to one or more embodiments

described herein;

[0007] Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting an embodiment of an illustrative

audio association system, according to one or more embodiments described

herein;

[0008] Fig. 6 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of another illustrative

audio association method, according to one or more embodiments described

herein; and

[0009] Fig. 7 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of yet another

illustrative audio association method, according to one or more embodiments

described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] Large Interactive Devices (LIDs) are finding greater acceptance in the

marketplace. From displaying airport flight information to replacing conference

room whiteboards, LIDs are replacing traditional "one way" data display

devices. The media or data presented by the LID to the user or users of the LID

can originate in one or more locations. For example, the data displayed on a

LID used as a replacement for a conference room whiteboard might originate

partially from the users of the LID, for example displaying a drawing of a new

printer cartridge being designed by a group of users; and partially from a remote

location, for example results of an internet search for competitive printer

cartridges combined with an online video demonstrating the use of the

competitive printer cartridge. Readily and simultaneously accessing internal

and external knowledge on a single surface can enhance productivity.

[0011] The group of users can audibly evaluate not only their data input but also

the data provided from remote locations via the LID. Transcription of the oral

evaluation may interfere with the free flow of discussion since the pace of a



conversation can frequently outstrip all but the quickest transcriptionist.

Additionally, remote storage of oral evaluation fails to make use of the power of

the LID, by relating the conversation to the displayed LID media.

[0012] Audio capture methods are therefore provided. An illustrative audio

capture method can include relating captured ambient audio provided by a first

user with media presented to the first user via the LID. The method can also

include indicating related media displayed on the LID based upon an audio

input provided by the first user.

[0013] Audio capture systems are also provided. An illustrative audio capture

system can include a large interactive device ("LID") to provide media content to

a first user and an audio capture device to capture ambient audio generated by

the first user. The system can further include logic, which when executed by a

processor coupled to the LID, relates the captured ambient audio provided by

the first user with the media content provided to the first user. The system can

also include a memory coupled to the LID to store at least a portion of the

captured ambient audio and related LID media content and logic, which when

executed by the processor coupled to the LID, indicates related media

displayed on the LID based upon an audio input provided by the first user.

[0014] Additional audio capture methods are also provided. An illustrative audio

capture method can include relating captured ambient audio provided by a

plurality of users with media presented to the plurality of users via an LID. The

method can further include storing the captured ambient audio and the related

LID media content and indicating related media displayed on the LID based

upon an audio input provided by any one of the plurality of users.

[0015] Fig. 1 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of an illustrative audio

association method 100, according to one or more embodiments. The method

100 can include relating captured ambient audio provide by a first user with

media presented to the first user via a Large Interactive Device ("LID") at 110.

The method can further include indicating at 120 related media displayed on the

LID based upon the ambient audio input provided by the first user at 110. For



example, if the first user was viewing an image of the HP TouchPad tablet on

the LID and mentions that the HP TouchPad runs WebOS, the LID can

automatically indicate any other instances of Ή Ρ ," "TouchPad," or "WebOS"

displayed elsewhere on the LID.

[001 6] The method 100 can include relating captured ambient audio provided by

a first user with media presented to the first user via a Large Interactive Device

("LID") at 110. The ambient audio supplied by the first user can be captured by

the LID using any analog or digital audio capture device, for example a single

microphone. In other embodiments, the analog or digital audio capture device

can include a directional microphone, or a directional microphone array that

permits the LID to capture the audio provided by the first user while providing a

proximate location for the first user.

[001 7] The ambient audio and the media presented to the first user can be

related or otherwise associated, for example, by marking the ambient audio and

the media with reference marks to synchronize the ambient audio with the

media. In other embodiments, the ambient audio can be associated with at

least a portion of the media presented to the first by transforming the ambient

audio to text using a voice-to-text algorithm and temporally associating the text

with the displayed media. In at least some embodiments, the converted

ambient audio can be stored as a digital file by the LID. In some embodiments

the ambient audio digital file can be searchable by the LID.

[001 8] Other data may also be associated with the media presented via the LID,

for example, the media metadata may also be associated with the ambient

audio digital file thereby providing a reference to the subject matter of the media

file. Using an illustrative example, the first user might be viewing an image of

the HP TouchPad on the LID while describing various functional aspects of the

device such as CPU, storage, and memory. Within the LID, an association can

be formed between the various functional aspects described by the first user (as

an ambient audio digital file), the media metadata, and the HP TouchPad media

itself.



[001 9] The method can further include indicating at 120 related media displayed

on the LiD based upon the ambient audio input provided by the first user at 110

In at least some embodiments, the LID can indicate related media content

based upon the ambient audio input provided by the first user. In some

embodiments, based upon the ambient audio supplied by the first user the LID

can indicate related media content displayed elsewhere upon the LID.

Continuing with the illustrative example above, in one embodiment, the LID

might indicate all instances of media related to "HP TouchPad" displayed on the

LID when the first user provides an "HP TouchPad" ambient audio input.

[0020] The indication can include one or more visual signals, for example

highlighting or otherwise isolating related media. The indication may include

translation of the related media to a location proximate the first user - such a

translation may be beneficial where the physical size of the LID makes it difficult

for the first user to see the LID in its entirety. In some embodiments, the display

of related media can include playback of the ambient audio associated with the

identified related media.

[0021] Fig. 2 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of another illustrative

audio association method 200, according to one or more embodiments. The

captured ambient audio and related media content can be stored in a data

storage or memory associated with the LID at 210.

[0022] In some embodiments, a data storage or memory can be associated with

the LID, the data storage or memory can permit the storage of some or ail of the

ambient audio data provided by the first user to the LID. Additionally, in at least

some embodiments, all or a portion of the media provided by the LID to the first

user can be stored within the data storage or memory. Such storage makes it

possible for the LID to indicate not just related media content currently

displayed by the LID, but also related media content stored within the data

storage or memory coupled to the LiD. Continuing with the illustrative example

described with reference to Fig. 1, in one embodiment, the LID could retrieve all

instances of "HP TouchPad" both currently displayed on the LiD (as described



at 120) and all instances stored within the data storage or memory associated

with the LID.

[0023] Fig. 3 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of yet another

illustrative audio association method 300, according to one or more

embodiments. The LID can process the ambient audio provided by the first

user at 310 to specifically identify the first user as the source of the captured

ambient audio content at 320. The ability to associate ambient audio content

with a specific user can permit further classification of the ambient audio data

within the LID. For example, a user can specify that the LID indicate only

related media associated with them or with another specific user identified by

the LID

[0024] Processing the captured ambient audio at 310 can include performing

one or more algorithms on the captured ambient audio data. The one or more

algorithms can include any type of audio or spatial processing of the ambient

audio data. The processing performed at 710 can be analog, digital, or any

combination thereof. The processing can be performed in whole or part using a

processor within the LID, remote from the LID, or any combination thereof.

[0025] The specific identification of the first user as the source of the captured

ambient audio content at 320 can be based upon processing the captured

ambient audio at 310. The first user can be specifically identified based upon,

in some embodiments, a speech identification algorithm sufficient to identify the

first user. In other embodiments, the first user can be specifically identified

based upon execution of a n algorithm to determsne the proximate location or

position of the source of the ambient audio using one or more directional

microphones or microphone array. In at least some embodiments, the source

of the ambient audio data can be associated with the stored ambient audio

within the LID.

[0026] Fig. 4 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of still yet another

illustrative audio association method 400, according to one or more

embodiments. A first user and a second user can contemporaneously and



independently supply ambient audio to the LID while the LID presents

independent media to each user. The LID can relate captured ambient audio

provided by the second user with media presented to the second user via the

LID at 410 while relating captured ambient audio provided by the first user with

media presented to the first user at 110.

[0027] By independently relating captured ambient audio supplied by both the

first and second users with the media presented to each user, the LID can

indicate all instances of related media, including media presented to other users

of the LID at 420. For example, the LID can indicate related media presented to

both a first user and a second user to the first user based upon the ambient

audio input provided by the first user. Considering an illustrative example, if the

first user and the second user each consumed media related to the HP

TouchPad, and each provided an ambient audio input discussing one or more

functional aspects of the TouchPad, when prompted by an ambient audio input,

the LID can indicate related media supplied by both users to each of the users.

[0828J Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram depicting an embodiment of an illustrative

audio association system 500, according to one or more embodiments. The

system 500 can include a LID 510 configured to provide media content 520 to a

first user 530. The system can further include an audio capture device 540 to

capture ambient audio 550 generated by the first user. The system can also

include logic 560, which when executed by a processor 570 coupled to the LID,

relates the captured ambient audio provided by the first user with the media

content provided to the first user. A memory 580 coupled to the LID can process

and store at least a portion of the captured ambient audio and related LID

media content. The system 500 can additionally include logic 590, which when

executed by the processor coupled to the LID, indicates related media 595

displayed on the LID based upon an audio input provided by the first user.

[0029] The LID 510 can include any number of systems or devices, or any

combination of systems and devices configured to provide media content 520 to

at least the first user 530. In at least some embodiments, the LID 510 can



include at least one touch sensitive device, such as a resistive or capacitive

touch sensitive LCD panel in at least some embodiments, the LID 510 can be

a multi-user/multi-touch interactive device capable of independently supporting

any number of users.

[0030] The LID 510 can include a plurality of devices or systems configured to

provide multi-user touch capability, for example at least one non-touch sensitive

LCD panel surrounded by a frame or bezel containing sensors configured to

detect user touch gestures on the at least one non-touch sensitive LCD panel

in at least some embodiments, the LID 510 can include a plurality of non-touch

sensitive LCD panels disposed in a regular grid or array on a rigid support

structure surrounded by a frame or bezel containing sensors configured to

detect user touch gestures from at least the first user 530.

[0031 ] The media content 520 supplied to the first user 530 can include any

form of media content in some embodiments, the media content 520 can

include one-way communications, for example presenting images (e.g., JPEGs)

or video (e.g., MPEGs) to the first user 530. In some embodiments, the media

content 520 can include two-way communications, for example a

videoconference between the first user 530 and a remote party. In at least

some embodiments, some or all of the media content 520 can include

metadata, for example metadata associated with the content, form, or format of

the media.

[0032] The audio capture device 540 can include one or more audio input

devices disposed in, on, about, or proximate to the LID 510 configured to

capture at least a portion of the ambient audio 550 provided by the first user

530. In some embodiments, the audio capture device 540 can be a simple

microphone providing only audio data to the processor 570. In some

embodiments, the audio capture device 540 can be a single directional

microphone providing audio data and audio source location data to the

processor 570. In other embodiments, the audio capture device 540 can

include a plurality of microphones providing audio data to the processor 560. In

yet other embodiments, the audio capture device can include an array of



microphones adapted to provide audio data and audio source location data to

the processor 570.

[0033] The system 500 can also include logic 560 which when executed by the

processor 570 creates a relationship between the ambient audio 550 supplied

by the first user 530 with the media content 520 presented to the first user. In at

least some embodiments, the ambient audio 550 can be converted to text prior

to forming the association with the media content 520. In other embodiments,

the association can be a conceptual, as opposed to literal, association - for

example the logic 560 can associate the concept of a tablet computer rather

than the HP TouchPad when the first user mentions "HP TouchPad" in their

ambient audio 550.

[0034] The processor 570 can include any one or more devices configured to

execute at least a portion of a machine-readable instruction set. The processor

570 can be disposed in, on, about, or proximate to the LID 510. The processor

570 can be disposed remote from the LID 510, for example a processor 570

disposed across a network. The processor can be a dedicated device or a

shared device between other functions or multiple LIDs.

[0035] The memory 580 can be coupled to the processor 570 to the LID 510 or

to both the processor 570 and the LID 510. The memory 580 can be disposed

in, on, about, or proximate to the LID 510. The memory 580 can be disposed

remote from the LID 510, for example a memory 580 disposed across a

network, for example cloud based internet memory.

[0038] The system 500 can additionally include logic 590, which when executed

by the processor 570 coupled to the LID 510, can indicate related media 595

displayed on the LID based upon an audio input provided by the first user. The

logic 590 can include any logic capable of detecting associations between the

ambient audio provided by the first user 530 and the media presented to the first

user 530 by the LID 510. The association can be a keyword type association, a

conceptual association, or any other form of associative capability suitable for

detecting like or similar media content currently displayed by the LID, stored

within the LID memory 580, or both displayed and stored by the LID.



[0037] Fig. 6 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of another illustrative

audio association method 600, according to one or more embodiments. Fig.8

provides, at least, a method for associating ambient audio provided by a

plurality of users where the LID presents media to the plurality of users. An

illustrative example might be a group of designers gathered before a LID

discussing possible designs for a new laptop computer. As the LID displays

various design options, the designers discuss and comment on each option, the

comments, along with the media displaying the relevant design can be stored

by the LID.

[0038] The method can include relating captured ambient audio provided by a

plurality of users with media presented to the plurality of users via a LID at 810.

The ambient audio from the plurality of users can be captured using one or

more audio capture devices such as a conventional microphone, a directional

microphone, an external microphone including microphones disposed in, on, or

about an electronic device associated with the first user, or a microphone array.

As the ambient audio provided by the plurality of users is captured, the audio

can be associated with the media presented to some or all of the plurality of

users via the LID. Such an association can be made, for example, by marking

the ambient audio and the media with reference marks to synchronize the

ambient audio with the media.

[0039] The ambient audio provided by the plurality of users can be related to the

media presented to the plurality of users at 610, the resultant captured ambient

audio and media content can be stored at 620. In some embodiments, the

captured ambient audio can be combined with the media and stored as a single

digital file. In other embodiments, the captured ambient audio and the media

can be stored as separate digital files, each file having one or more reference

marks to enable temporal synchronization of the digital ambient audio and

media files. In yet other embodiments, the captured ambient audio can be

stored as an analog file and the media can be stored as a digital file, each file

having one or more reference marks to enable temporal synchronization of the

analog ambient audio file and the digital media file.



[0040] The captured ambient audio and the media presented to the plurality of

users can be stored either locally with the LID or remote from the LID The

captured ambient audio and the media presented to the plurality of users can be

stored in a memory coupled to the LID. The captured ambient audio and the

media presented to the plurality of users can be stored in a memory coupled to

the LID over a network, for example "cloud" storage accessed via the internet.

[0041 ] In at least some embodiments, the captured ambient audio and the

media presented to the plurality of users can be stored by the LID, and the

media or an icon representing the media can remain displayed on the LID.

Where the captured ambient audio and the media presented to the plurality of

users is represented by the media itself or an icon remaining on the LID, some

or all of the plurality of users can control the display of the media or icon, for

example by recalling the media or deleting the media.

[0042] The method can also include relating related media displayed on the LID

based upon an audio input provided by any one of the plurality of users at 630.

Based upon the ambient audio provided by the plurality of users, the LID can

indicate related content either displayed on the LID or stored within the memory

of the LID. For example, where the plurality of users had been discussing a red

laptop design, a blue laptop design, and a green laptop design multiple

captured audio and media files may have been generated by the LID related to

each design. A portion of the red, blue, and green audio and media files (e.g.,

most recently discussed) may be displayed on the LID, while another portion of

the red, blue, and green audio and media files (e.g., older discussions) may be

stored within a memory coupled to the LID. When the plurality of users

requests information related to the "green laptop", the LID can respond by

indicating those related files displayed on the screen, for example by

highlighting those files. Additionally, in some embodiments, the LID can

respond by retrieving those files related to the "green laptop" from the memory

coupled to the LID. The ability to retrieve all related audio and media files can

assist the plurality of users in more completely and comprehensively evaluating

the "green laptop."



[0043] Fig. 7 is a flow diagram depicting an embodiment of yet another

illustrative audio association method 700, according to one or more

embodiments. The method 700 can include processing at 710 the captured

ambient audio provided by the plurality of users at 810. The method can further

include identifying with specificity the individual source of the captured ambient

audio content from the plurality users at 720. The ability to associate the

ambient audio content with a specific user can permit further classification of the

ambient audio data within the LID. For example, a user can specify that the LID

indicate only related media associated with them or with another specific user

identified by the LID.

[0044] Processing the captured ambient audio at 710 can include performing

one or more algorithms on the captured ambient audio data. The one or more

algorithms can include any type of audio or spatial processing of the captured

ambient audio data. The processing performed at 710 can be analog, digital, or

any combination thereof. The processing can be performed in whole or part

using a processor within the LID, remote from the LID, or any combination

thereof.

[0045] The identification of a specific user selected from the plurality of users

as the source of the captured ambient audio content at 720 can be based upon

the processed captured ambient audio at 710. The specific user selected from

the plurality of users can be identified based upon, in some embodiments, an

identification algorithm, for example a speech recognition algorithm, sufficient to

particularly identify the user. In other embodiments, the specific user selected

from the plurality of users can be identified based upon execution of an

algorithm to determine the proximate location or position of the source of the

ambient audio using one or more directional microphones or a microphone

array. In at least some embodiments, the source of the ambient audio data can

be associated with the stored ambient audio within the LID.

[0048] The ability to associate a specific user with the captured ambient audio

and media can permit even greater flexibility in selecting and indicating relevant



related media. For example, where the plurality of users consists of users 1, 2 ,

and 3 , and the plurality of users is discussing a red laptop design, a blue laptop

design, and a green laptop design, the ability to associate a specific user with a

given captured ambient audio and media file may permit the indication of

captured ambient audio and media files related to the "blue laptop" provided by

user 1, but not by users 2 and 3 .

[0047] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of the present invention,

other and further embodiments of the invention may be devised without

departing from the basic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by

the claims that follow.



CLAI MS :

What is claimed is:

1. An audio capture method (100) for a large interactive device (LID),

comprising:

relating ( 110) captured ambient audio provided by a first user with

media presented to the first user via an LID; and

indicating (120) related media displayed on the LID based upon an

audio input provide: by the first user.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

storing (210) the captured ambient audio and the related LID

media content.

3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

processing (310) the captured ambient audio; and

identifying (320) the first user as a specific source of the captured

ambient audio.

4 The method of claim 1, further comprising:

relating (410) captured ambient audio provided by a second user

with media presented to the second user via the LID; and

indicating (420) related media presented to the second user via

the LID based upon an audio input provided by the first user.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein indicating related media comprises altering

one or more visible media parameters.

6 . The method of claim 4 , wherein indicating related media comprises altering



one or more visible media parameters.

The method of claim 1,

wherein the media presented to the first user via an LID changes

with time; and

wherein the related captured ambient audio provided by a first

user is temporally linked to the media.

audio capture system (500) for a large interactive device (LID), comprising:

a LID (510) to provide media content (520) to a first user (530);

an audio capture device (540) to capture ambient audio (550)

generated by the first user;

logic (560), which when executed by a processor (570) coupled to

the LID, relates the captured ambient audio provided by the first user with

the media content provided to the first user;

a memory (580) coupled to the LID to process and store at least a

portion of the captured ambient audio and related LID media content; and

logic (590), which when executed by the processor coupled to the

LID, indicates related media (595) displayed on the LID based upon an

audio input provided by the first user.

The system of claim 8 , wherein the LID (510) comprises a plurality of touch

sensitive display devices.

The system of claim 8 , wherein:

the logic indicating related media displayed on the LID based upon

an audio input provided by the first user indicates both media content

provided by the first user and media content provided by a different user.



11. The system of claim 8 , further comprising speech recognition logic, which

when executed by the processor (570), associates at least a portion of the

captured ambient audio with the first user.

12. The system of claim 8 , further comprising a temporal indexing system to

temporally relate the ambient audio provided by the first user with a time

dependent, changing media content.

13. An audio capture method (600) for a large interactive device (LID),

comprising:

relating (610) captured ambient audio provided by a plurality of

users with media presented to the plurality of users via an LID;

storing (620) the captured ambient audio and the related LID

media content; and

indicating (630) related media displayed on the LID based upon an

audio input provided by any one of the plurality of users.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

processing (710) the captured ambient audio provided by the

plurality of users using speech recognition logic; and

identifying (720) specific user selected from the plurality of users

as a source of the captured ambient audio.

15. The method of claim 13,

wherein the media presented to the plurality of users via an LiD

changes with time; and

wherein the related captured ambient audio provided by the

plurality of users is temporally linked to the media.
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